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A special assembly on water conservation was held on June 6. Teachers 

gave speech on the importance of conserving water as water is a precious 

resource. Students also actively participated in the assembly by delivering 

speeches with chart presentations. 

 

Water Conservation 



While we can see many of the changes we have made to our planet, some of 

the consequences are virtually invisible, and soil pollution is a good example. 

A special assembly was held on June 8 to highlight the importance of soil 

fertility and soil conservation. Students from primary classes spoke on the 

following topics: importance of healthy composition of soil components, soil 

pollution and the need to reduce soil pollution. 

 

 

Soil Conservation 



A special assembly was conducted on July 4 after regular prayers. Teachers 
spoke about the celebrations held in USA on July 4. Children contributed by 
asking questions on the significance of July 4 and celebrations in USA. 

 

 

Independence Day - USA 



Students were taught to use the waste and left out materials in an innovative 
way on July 7. Students  of grade I and II made a rabbit face with paper 
plates. 

 

 

Recycle Magic – Best out of Waste 



August 15 is celebration of freedom and victory of Indians over foreign rule. 
Children were given badges of tri coloured flag. Our chief guest gave a 
speech, followed by a song by grade V students. R.Srikar of grade I and 
Sahasra of grade II read articles on freedom movement in English and 
Shourya of grade IV in Hindi. Babasree of grade IV orated the dialogues of 
Alluri Seeta Ramaraju. Finally, the celebrations ended with flag hosting and 
national anthem to remember all the heroes who fought for our country. 
 

Independence Day 



To enhance the reading and vocabulary of children a recitation competition 
was held on July 13. Recitation in English for grade III, IV, V had been an 
encouraging activity for the students. Students participated with great 
enthusiasm and gave their best. This competition was also held to reduce 
stage fear in children and to enhance their reciting skills. 

Recitation Competition 
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